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Your Training Strengths Report

Your highest strength is 4. You are a Type Four Trainer.

Your lowest score is 3.

Your score in quadrant 1 is 21
Your score in quadrant 2 is 22
Your score in quadrant 3 is 21
Your score in quadrant 4 is 26

Your Training Style Inventory Profile

This profile is designed to help you understand your 4MAT® Training Style Inventory (TRSI) results. Based on your responses,
the TRSI assessment generates results to identify your score in four primary training strengths. Your Training Style represents
your preference in four key training roles: facilitator, presenter, coach and evaluator.

Printing system requirements: Internet Explorer 8 or higher, Firefox 5.0.1 or higher, Google Chrome 13 or higher.

Your graph illustrates your Training Style:

  Wayne
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Are interested in enabling learner self-discovery

Try to help people act on their visions

Believe training should be geared to learners' interests and inclinations

See knowledge as necessary for improving the larger system

Encourage experiential learning

Like to use a variety of training methods

Are dramatic and seek to energize their learners

Attempt to create new forms, to stimulate life

Try to frequently create new boundaries

If your preferred training style is Quadrant Four, you ...

The Purpose of the Quadrant Four Construct is the creation of personal adaptations, the integration of the learning into the
learner's life, the performing of what has been learned.

Goals include synthesizing, re-presenting the learning with a personal "spin," identifying usefulness, revising, editing,

summarizing, verifying, and coming to closure.

Activities include analyzing errors, using evidence to demonstrate, exhibiting, publishing, performing, asking better questions,

drawing conclusions and backing them up, finding proofs, using art forms to illustrate key ideas, deciding what further study is
warranted.

Assessments include products (books, CDs, videos, original drama, artwork, music, scientific findings and artifacts), field notes,

first and second drafts, knowledge and use of the important experts, originality, willingness to push limits, new insights,
extensions of concepts, relevance to the targeted audience, impact on the targeted audience, and reactions to feedback.
Remember to ask, "What would you do differently?" and "What did you learn that I did not ask you about?"

Work Task Jot down a list of the kinds of assessments you regularly give your learners. Compare them to the list of Four

Quadrants goals above. Discuss with a colleague.

Compare Your Graph with The 4MAT Model

After you've created a picture of your training style preferences, Click here to compare that picture to the 4MAT Learning Model.
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